
A system approach for preparing 
and storing primers and hardeners! 

PRIMER PLUS 60 MIXING MACHINE

The Primer Plus 60 mixing machine is a new concept that provides a ‘system’ approach for preparing 
primers and hardeners.

The stand-alone system includes 9 x gallon mixing places plus ample storage for hardeners since 
most paint lines have fewer than six primers.  Painters will be better organized and more productive 
from having all components self-contained in one small work area. 

Primer Plus addresses critical “foaming” issues caused from over-stirring primers on traditional 
mixing machines. It enables the end-user to program and set the timer to run (twice daily) 
according to the EXACT specifications set by the paint manufacturer.  Primer Plus will also 
operate on weekends/holidays and the first cycle can even be programed to begin before 
the painters arrive at the shop…No more downtime waiting for primers to be stirred. 
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The top of the machine features an Alu/Zinc work surface that 
functions as a table for paint preparation. In addition, the housing is 
fully-enclosed on three sides to protect products from overspray and 
shop debris.  Primer Plus is an incredible space-saving design that 
takes up only 26.5" of floor space. (L: 26.5" x W: 16" x H: 44").

*The second mixing cycle begins exactly 5 hours and 45 minutes after the 
first cycle is completed.

PRIMER PLUS 60 MIXING MACHINE

L: 26.5" x W: 16" x H: 44"

PRIMER PLUS 60 FEATURES
n Shipped 95% assembled for an easier installation.

n Primers and hardeners are both stored together for 
 greater convenience.

n Prevents ‘foaming’ issues caused from over-stirring primers 
 on traditional machines. 

n The ‘slow-start’ motor feature helps protect the belts and related 
 machine components from premature wearing caused from the 
 aggressive start-up torque common to standard motors. 

n Primer Plus is an ultra-compact machine that uses only 26.5” 
 of shop floor space. 

n The top of the machine features and Alu/Zinc work surface 
 to double as a table for convenient paint preparation. 

n The protective side panels will shield paint products from 
 overspray and shop debris.

n Primer Plus features patented Quick-Link™ technology for 
 sure-fire mixing.  

n Back-storage shelves can be ordered for higher-production shops. 

n Optional Header boards are available for promoting and enhancing 
 brand image. 
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